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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
   The Main Extension Policy is to be used as a guide for the construction 

of main extensions to sewer and water systems owned by Lehigh County Authority 

(“the Authority”).  It should be noted that there are municipalities in which the 

Authority owns the sewer or water system, but not both systems; this policy will 

apply only to the Authority-owned system.  The Authority reserves the right to 

change or waive the terms of the policy in response to changing or unique 

circumstances. 
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MAIN EXTENSION POLICY 
 

GENERAL 
 
1. A main extension shall consist of one or more new mains and appurtenances which are 

to be owned by the Authority upon final acceptance, including mains lying wholly 
within a new development.  Words used in this Policy shall have the same definition 
as stated in the Authority’s Rules and Regulations for Water Service or Rules and 
Regulations for Sewerage Service, whichever is applicable, and the Authority’s Tapping 
Fee Policy. 

 
2. Any person desiring water or sewer service shall apply to the Authority for such 

service to a specific development or property.  The Authority will determine whether a 
main extension is required, in which case this policy shall apply.  The person desiring 
service, for which a main extension is required, shall be designated as Developer for 
purposes of this policy. 

 
3. The Developer shall bear the full cost of a main extension, including engineering, 

construction, inspection, administrative and legal costs, except as stated in the 
Authority’s Contribution Policy, attached hereto as Appendix A. 

 
4. In lieu of requiring construction of a main extension, the Authority may, at its option, 

require the Developer to contribute an amount of money, or other security acceptable 
to the Authority, equivalent to the estimated current construction costs.  The amount 
of this contribution shall be determined by the Authority and shall be the estimated 
project cost, including engineering, construction, inspection, administrative and legal 
costs, of the appropriate main(s).  Payment of such a contribution shall be made prior 
to the issuance of the Certificate of Final Acceptance by the Authority for any other main 
extensions being constructed by Developer.  If money is used as Developer’s 
contribution, it shall be placed in a separate, interest-bearing escrow account in the 
Authority’s name only until the main is constructed. 

 
If the main extension is not constructed within ten (10) years from the date of the 
contribution, the Authority shall return the contribution, with interest as earned on an 
escrow account when such an account has been established, to the Developer.  The 
Authority shall be required to notify by certified mail, to the last known address, the 
Developer for whose benefit such reimbursement shall apply within thirty days of the 
expiration of the ten-year period.  In the event that the Developer has not claimed a 
reimbursement payment within one hundred twenty (120) days of the mailing of the 
notice, the payment shall revert to and become the sole property of the Authority with 
no further obligation on the part of the Authority to refund the payment to the 
Developer. 
 
If the main extension is to be constructed within the ten-year period, the Developer 
shall receive notification from the Authority that such construction is planned and the 
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time frame for such construction.  The Developer shall have the option to design and 
construct the subject main extension within the same timeframe as planned by the 
Authority, either itself or through a subcontractor approved by the Authority, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, in accordance with the Authority's then-
current rules and regulations, policies and specifications.  If the Developer chooses to 
do the construction, it must give notice to the Authority of its choice within twenty 
(20) days of receiving the Authority's notice, and when an escrow account was 
established, the Authority will hold the escrowed sums as performance security for the 
construction until Final Completion, at which time the Authority will return all excess 
escrowed funds. 

 
5. Capital recovery fees and other special charges shall be applicable to new service in 

accordance with the Authority’s Rules and Regulations for Water Service or Rules and 
Regulations for Sewerage Service, whichever is applicable, and its Tapping Fee Policy 
current at the time the appropriate Developer’s water or sewer system agreement is 
executed. 

 
6. If the Authority increases the size of a main extension beyond the size determined by 

the Authority to be required for service to the development, including fire protection, 
or the Authority contributes to a main extension in accordance with a municipal 
service agreement or for other purposes, the Authority will bear the increased cost 
based on the terms established in its Contribution Policy. 

 

PLAN SUBMISSION 
 
7. The Developer shall submit plans of the proposed main extension to the Authority for 

approval, as well as any subsurface investigation required by any government entities. 
 
8. Prior to any plan review by the Authority, the Developer shall complete an application 

for plan review and pay to the Authority the then-current non-refundable plan review 
fee or plan review deposit, as applicable.  The Developer shall reimburse the Authority 
for all costs incurred should the plan review deposit balance be less than the cost of 
plan review.  Each deposit account will be reviewed periodically during periods of 
activity.  An additional deposit will be required before the review will continue if the 
balance is deemed by the Authority to be insufficient to complete the review.  Within 
forty-five (45) days after final plan approval by the Municipality or the withdrawal of 
the plan by the Developer, any unexpended balance of the deposit will be refunded to 
the Developer. 

 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
 
9. Main extensions shall be designed and constructed in accordance with all applicable 

Authority policies and requirements, including without limitation the Rules and 
Regulations for Water Service or Rules and Regulations for Sewerage Service and the General 
Specifications for Water or Sewer System Construction, whichever are applicable. 
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10. To provide for continual improvement to the Authority systems as well as enhanced 

future service, all to the benefit of the public and Authority customers, main 
extensions shall be carried to the limits of the subject property along all public roads 
that abut the property (the “development”) or in other locations approved by the 
Authority, which extensions may not necessarily be located on the same side of a 
public road as the property. 

a) In the case of a property with one existing single-family residential dwelling 
on a lot smaller than four acres and with frontage on at least two existing 
public roads that the owner, or a party with an equitable ownership interest, 
proposes to subdivide into no more than three lots (including one lot with the 
existing dwelling), the owner shall construct the main to the limits of the 
property along all public roads that abut the property or in other locations 
approved by the Authority at the owner’s cost; however, the Authority shall 
contribute one-third of the cost in accordance with the Authority’s 
Contribution Policy.  In addition, if an existing Authority main does not abut 
the property, the owner shall also pay the lesser of (a) the requirements for 
such extensions in the Authority water or sewer service agreement with the 
pertinent municipality or if there is no such applicable agreement, the cost of 
thirty (30) feet of eight-inch main for each lot or (b) the cost of a main 
extension from the subject parcel’s boundary to the point of connection with 
the closest Authority water or sewer main, as applicable.  The Authority’s 
obligation to pay any costs under this section shall be subject to its 
determination that the extension is financially feasible. 

All other provisions within this Policy shall be applicable to such main 
extensions, including payment of any applicable capital recovery fees, unless 
specifically changed by the language of this section.  The following conditions 
shall also apply: 

i) Any reimbursement of construction costs to be paid to the Developer 
shall be in accordance with the Authority’s Tapping Fee Policy; and 

ii) A covenant shall be executed by the owner and be recorded with the 
Recorder of Deeds indicating that if any of the lots in the subdivision 
is further subdivided or the usage changes from a single-family 
residential dwellings within ten (10) years of the date of the 
developer’s water or sewer system agreement, the then current owner 
of the lot or lots that are either further subdivided or have changed 
usage shall be liable to reimburse the monies the Authority 
contributed in accordance with these provisions of §10(a). 

All residences on lots after the subdivision, including the original single-family 
residential dwelling, shall connect to the Authority system and continue to use 
the Authority’s services. 

b) In the case of a property that has only one existing or proposed single-family 
residential dwelling and is not the result of a subdivision within the past ten 
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(10) years, in lieu of the responsibility to construct a main extension to the 
limits of the property along all public roads that abut the property or other 
locations approved by the Authority, the owner shall only pay all costs to 
extend the main to the point that is perpendicular to the structure to be served 
or one-half of the distance across the frontage of the property where mains 
would otherwise be required by the Authority, whichever distance is greater.  
The following conditions also apply: 

i) Any reimbursement of construction costs to be paid to the Developer 
shall be in accordance with the Authority’s Tapping Fee Policy; and 

ii) A covenant shall be executed for recording with the Lehigh County 
repository for realty documents indicating if within ten (10) years of 
the date of the developer’s water or sewer system agreement the 
property is subdivided or the usage changes from a single-family 
residential dwelling, the owner shall be liable to pay the difference 
between the fees and costs that would have been otherwise applicable 
under the provisions of this Main Extension Policy and those applicable 
under this §10(b); and 

iii) The property owner shall provide the Authority with an easement for 
the portion of the main extension to the limits of the property not 
constructed by the property owner in case the main extension needs to 
be constructed in the future. 

In addition, if an existing Authority main does not abut the property, the 
owner shall also pay the lesser of (a) the requirements for such extensions in 
the Authority water or sewer service agreement with the pertinent 
municipality or if there is no such applicable agreement, the cost of thirty feet 
of eight-inch main for each lot or (b) the cost of a main extension to the point of 
connection with the closest Authority water or sewer main, as applicable. 

If the Authority asks the owner to construct facilities beyond those required by 
the above guidelines, the Authority shall reimburse the owner for all costs 
exceeding the above guidelines; if the Authority constructs the facilities, the 
owner shall pay the Authority the amounts determined in accordance with the 
above guidelines.  For purposes of this section, cost shall include engineering, 
administrative, construction and review and inspection costs.  The Authority’s 
obligation to pay any costs under this section shall be subject to its 
determination that the extension is financially feasible. 

All other provisions within this Policy shall be applicable to main extensions 
subject to this subsection, including payment of any applicable capital recovery 
fees, unless specifically changed by the language of this section. 

c) In the case of a property where the use of the property is for non-commercial 
and non-residential purposes, and the property for which service is requested 
is owned or supported (partially or wholly) by a local taxing entity - 
specifically only for properties owned by public school districts, 
municipalities, counties and fire companies (unless the latter is only 
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functioning as a social organization) - and where the cost of the main extension 
to the limits of the property along all public roads that abut the property or 
other locations approved by the Authority does not exceed $50,000.00, the 
following conditions shall apply: 

i) The property owner's main extension responsibility per this §10(c) 
shall be limited to all costs to extend the main to the point that is 
perpendicular to the structure to be served or one-half of the distance 
across the frontage of the property where mains would otherwise be 
required by the Authority, whichever distance is greater. 

ii) Any reimbursement of construction costs to be paid to the Developer 
shall be in accordance with the Authority’s Tapping Fee Policy. 

iii) If the use of the property changes to a non-exempt use or the property 
is sold to an owner other than a public school district, municipality, 
county or fire company (where the fire company is not functioning 
only as a social organization), then the construction cost of the 
remaining portion of the main extension to the limits of the property 
along all public roads that abut the property or other locations 
approved by the Authority, which was not constructed by the 
property owner, is due to the Authority at the time of such change; a 
notice of record will be filed with the Lehigh County repository for 
realty documents to provide evidence of this obligation. 

iv) The property owner shall provide the Authority with an easement for 
the portion of the main extension to the limits of the property not 
constructed by the property owner in case the main extension needs to 
be constructed in the future. 

All other provisions within this Policy shall be applicable to such main 
extensions subject to this subsection, including payment of any applicable 
capital recovery fees, unless specifically changed by the language of this 
section. 

 
11. The Developer shall design and construct a water main extension with a minimum 

diameter of 8 inches for residential and commercial zoning classifications or a 
minimum diameter of 12 inches for industrial-type zoning classifications, except where 
the Authority determines differing minimum sizes are required for service to the 
development or property, including fire protection. 

 
The Developer shall design and construct a sewer main extension with a minimum 
diameter of 8 inches or where a low-pressure system is required a minimum diameter 
of 2 inches, except where the Authority determines differing minimum sizes are 
required for service to the development or property. 

 
12. The number and location of fire hydrants shall conform to municipal requirements, or 

to Authority requirements if no municipal requirements are applicable.  All fire 
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hydrants necessary for protection of the development shall be installed at the 
Developer’s expense. 

 
13. All main extensions shall be located in public rights-of-way or Authority-owned 

easements.  Developer shall grant to the Authority any easements across its property; 
obtain, at its costs, all necessary easements across others’ properties; and procure all 
necessary releases associated with such easements.  All easements shall be of a form 
acceptable to the Authority.  The Authority shall make no payment towards the cost of 
obtaining such easements, either on-site or off-site, but rather consideration for the 
easements shall be the service provided by the Authority to the Developer. 

 
REQUIREMENTS FOR FINAL SYSTEM PLAN APPROVAL 
 
14. Final system plan approval shall be given upon compliance with the following 

conditions: 

a) The design is determined to be in conformance with all Authority requirements. 

b) All permits, licenses and other approvals necessary for construction, excepting 
local municipal permits and approvals, are obtained by the Developer.  The 
Authority will execute acceptable applications for any permits, licenses and 
other approvals where it must be named as applicant, permittee, etc. 

c) All necessary offsite easements are conveyed to the Authority and applicable 
releases obtained. 

d) A developer’s water or sewer system agreement is executed between the 
Authority, Developer, and landowner (if the Developer and landowner are 
different). 

e) Acceptable performance security is provided. 

f) The inspection/administrative costs deposit is received. 

g) The record drawings deposit is received. 

h) All necessary onsite easements, excluding roadways which shall ultimately be 
dedicated as public rights-of-way, are conveyed to the Authority and applicable 
releases obtained. 

i) Insurance certificates naming the Authority as additional insured are provided. 

j) Fully and properly executed notices of record/covenants, acknowledged by a 
notary public, as required by §10(a), (b) or (c), if applicable. 

 
Upon satisfactory completion of conditions (a), (b), (c) and (h), the Authority will give 
conditional final plan approval if requested. 
 

15. Performance security is required to assure completion of construction of the main 
extension and timely payment of all deposits and expenses related thereto.  All 
security shall be of a type and in a form acceptable to the Authority. 
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The amount of the security shall be at least one hundred ten (110%) percent of the 
estimated cost of the improvements as determined by the Authority if the 
improvements shall be completed with one (1) year, and an additional ten (10%) for 
each one year period beyond the first anniversary date of the posting of the financial 
security.  For purposes of this section, the estimated cost of the improvements shall not 
include any portion of the extension to be paid for by the Authority.  The minimum 
time period of the performance security shall be one year, which security must be 
reissued before expiration if completion will be beyond one year.  Commencement of 
construction shall not be a condition precedent to applicability and enforceability of 
the security. 

 
The preferable form of performance security is an irrevocable letter of credit with a 
Federal or Commonwealth-chartered lending institution authorized to conduct the 
business of posting financial security within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  
Another acceptable form of performance security is the establishment by Developer of 
an escrow in the form of a savings account in the name of only the Authority as holder 
in a Federal or Commonwealth-chartered lending institution authorized to conduct the 
business of posting financial security within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  A 
surety bond, however, is not a satisfactory form of security. 

 
16. The Developer shall pay all reasonable administrative, legal and engineering costs, 

including the cost for administration and inspection of construction of the 
improvements from the time of plan approval until all terms of the developer's water 
or sewer system agreement have been satisfied.  The Developer shall deposit with the 
Authority an amount of money equivalent to the estimate of such costs prior to plan 
approval; however, payment of such costs shall be based on the actual costs incurred. 

 
The Developer shall be invoiced periodically during periods of activity which may 
show an amount due if the costs exceed the deposit.  If the Developer fails to pay said 
invoice where an amount is due, within thirty (30) days of the date of such invoice, the 
Authority shall discontinue all activity associated with Developer's development, 
impose applicable penalties and interest, and if necessary may refuse to provide 
service to any lots in the development which are not at that time connected to its 
system. 

 
17. The Developer shall also deposit with the Authority an amount of money equivalent 

to the estimated cost of preparing record drawings of the facilities to be constructed by 
the Developer.  The Developer shall prepare these drawings in a form acceptable to the 
Authority and submit them by the date of final acceptance.  If, however, such 
drawings have not been received by the time the Authority issues its Certificate of 
Final Acceptance, the Authority shall prepare the drawings for the Authority’s own 
use within forty-five (45) days and deduct the cost from the deposit or bill the 
Developer for any costs which exceed the deposit. 
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18. The Developer shall take out and maintain through the end of the eighteen-month 
maintenance period, as well as name the Authority as an additional insured thereon, 
such Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance as shall protect it, the Authority 
and the Authority’s agents, officers and employees from claims against any of them for 
damages for personal injury, including accidental death, as well as from claims for 
property damage which may arise from operations connected with or caused by any 
operation or matter related to the main extension, whether such operations be by 
Developer or by any subcontractor or by anyone directly or indirectly employed by 
any of them.  Hazards insured against for property damage liability shall include 
explosion, collapse, underground damage, and blasting to the extent that any such 
exposure exists.  The amounts of such insurance shall be as follows and shall be 
nondeductible:  General Liability, Bodily Injury and Property Damage combined - 
$1,000,000 each occurrence, $1,000,000 aggregate; Automobile Liability, Bodily Injury 
and Property Damage combined - $1,000,000 each occurrence; Workers’ Compensation 
- as required by law; Automobile Liability, Bodily Injury and Property Damage 
combined - $1,000,000 each occurrence; and Blanket Excess Liability - $1,000,000 each 
occurrence, $1,000,000 aggregate.  The liability insurers must have at least a ‘B+’ 
operating and ‘Class VIII’ financial rating as listed in ‘Best’s Key Rating Guide,’ latest 
edition; and the Workers' Compensation coverage shall be through the State 
Workmen's Insurance Fund, or in any insurance company, or mutual association or 
company, authorized to insure such liability in Pennsylvania.  Insurance coverage shall 
remain in full force and effect until final acceptance of the improvements by the 
Authority. 

 
CONSTRUCTION 
 
19. After final system plan approval and prior to construction of a main extension, the 

Developer shall: 

a) Submit to the Authority for review and approval, detailed catalog information 
(also known as “Catalog Cuts" or "Shop drawings”) for all pipelines and 
appurtenances to be used in the development. 

b) Rough grade all proposed street areas and easements proposed to contain a 
main extension to within one foot of subgrade, in order to assure the Authority 
of proper pipe cover and appurtenance elevations. 

c) Layout the location and grade of all pipelines and appurtenances to be 
constructed by means of appropriately-labeled stakes, pins or other acceptable 
survey marks, offset a minimum of ten feet from pipe centerline and spaced at 
intervals or not more than fifty feet, with additional stakes placed at all utility 
crossings and locations of fittings and appurtenances. 

d) Submit Cut Sheets prepared from the lay out information and the approved 
plans of the development to the Authority for review and approval.  The Cut 
Sheets shall reflect the cut from the top of stakes to the designed pipeline invert 
as indicated on the approved plans. 
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FINAL ACCEPTANCE 
 
20. Prior to issuance of the Certificate of Final Acceptance, maintenance security is required 

to assure the proper maintenance of main extension facilities and timely payment of all 
expenses related thereto for an eighteen-month period from such issuance.  All 
security shall be in a form acceptable to the Authority. 

 
This maintenance security shall be in the amount of fifteen (15%) percent of the actual 
construction cost of the improvements, including any Authority contribution.  
Developer shall submit documentation acceptable to the Authority. 
 
The preferable form of maintenance security is an irrevocable letter of credit with a 
Federal or Commonwealth-chartered lending institution authorized to conduct the 
business of posting financial security within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  
Another acceptable form of maintenance security is the establishment by Developer of 
an escrow in the form of a savings account in the name of only the Authority as holder 
in a Federal or Commonwealth-chartered lending institution authorized to conduct the 
business of posting financial security within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  A 
surety bond, however, is not a satisfactory form of security. 
 

21. A main extension shall become the absolute property of the Authority on the date of 
final acceptance by the Authority.  The Authority shall issue a Certificate of Final 
Acceptance upon the Developer meeting all of the requirements in the developer’s 
water or sewer system agreement.  If construction of the main extension, however, is 
not completed within the time required by this developer’s water or sewer system 
agreement, or the developer’s water or sewer system agreement is terminated for any 
reason whatsoever, all rights, title and interest to the main extension, insofar as it is 
completed, shall vest in the Authority without further action of the parties to the 
developer’s water or sewer system agreement, unless specifically rejected by the 
Authority. 

 
22. There shall be no service by the Authority provided within the development prior to 

the issuance of the Certificate of Final Acceptance unless there are extenuating 
circumstances for service before such issuance, which service must be approved by the 
Authority’s Chief Executive Officer. 

 
23. Not more than sixty (60) days before the expiration of the eighteen-month maintenance 

period, the Authority will conduct an end-of-maintenance-period inspection of the 
improvements and notify the Developer of any deficiencies.  The Developer shall have 
a minimum of fifteen (15) days to repair all noted deficiencies.  If the Authority finds 
the repairs acceptable the maintenance security shall be released at the end of the 
maintenance period.  If the deficiencies are not corrected by the Developer, the 
Authority will do the repairs and withdraw from the maintenance security the 
necessary amounts to pay for its work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Under some circumstances, Lehigh County Authority (“the Authority”) will contribute to 
the construction costs of a developer-installed main extension.  To define this practice, this 
policy addresses the circumstances, the documentation required, the determination of the 
allowable construction costs, the requirements and the time frame for the payment of these 
costs to the developer, as well as other related factors. 
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
1) AGREEMENT:  Developer’s Water or Sewer System Agreement. 
 
2) AUTHORITY:  Lehigh County Authority 
 
3) DEVELOPMENT:  A subdivision, land development or property. 
 
4) PAYWIDTH:  For pipe, shall be equal to the outside diameter of the pipe barrel, exclusive of 

bells, hubs or branches plus two (2) feet.  For a structure (such as a manhole or meter pit), 
shall be equal to the outside horizontal diameter or width dimensions plus two (2) feet. 

 
5) EARTH EXCAVATION:  Shall be defined as the removal down to Subgrade of any material 

other than rock, including, but not limited to clay, silt, loam, sand, gravel, hardpan, soft 
shale, soft sandstone, loose stone in masses, pavements of all kinds and all boulders 
measuring less than one-half cubic yard. 

 
6) ROCK EXCAVATION:  Shall be defined as the removal down to Subgrade of ledge rock or 

boulders measuring more than one-half cubic yard, or any other rock which in the 
opinion of the Authority requires continuous drilling and blasting or drilling and 
wedging for removal.  The Rock Excavation price shall include the removal of the 
excavated rock from the project area and furnishing acceptable earth backfill material.  
Any material which can be removed by means other than those specified herein, but 
which for reasons of economy is removed by drilling and blasting or drilling and 
wedging, shall not be classified as rock. 

 
7) SUBGRADE:  Shall be defined as the planned bed of a trench prepared as per the 

construction specifications to receive pipe or, if applicable, bedding material or the area 
upon which rests the planned bottom of a structure.  

 
APPLICABILITY 
 
The Authority will contribute to the construction cost of certain developer-installed main 
extensions based on the following conditions: 
 
1) Upsizing a Main Extension 

The Authority increases the size of a main extension beyond the size determined by the 
Authority to be required for service, including fire protection, if water service, to the 
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Development.  The Authority contribution will be based on the ratio of nominal pipe 
diameters. 

 
2) Offsite Main Extension 

The Authority contributes to an offsite main extension to serve a Development in 
accordance with a municipal service agreement.  The Authority contribution will be 
based on the provisions of the applicable municipal service agreement. 

 
3) Out-of-Parcel Main Extension 

The Authority requires a main extension that meets all the following criteria: 

a) The main extension abuts a property that is not part of the Development; and 

b) This property is located within the limits of the Development; and 

c) The main extension that abuts this property does not also abut the Development; 
and 

d) The portion of the main extension that abuts the property is not needed to 
provide the required domestic service and fire protection to the Development. 

Abut for purposes of this Policy shall mean that the easement or right-of-way in which a 
main extension is located, when combined with any adjoining public right-of-way, 
touches the property. 

The Authority contribution will be based on the fraction of the length of main abutting 
only the out-of-parcel property, to the total length of the main abutting the Development 
and the out-of-parcel property: 

 
4) Single Family Residential Lot Main Extension: 

The Authority contributes to a single-family residential lot main extension, pursuant to 
the Main Extension Policy.  The Authority contribution will be based on the fraction of 
the length of main the property owner is required to construct to the total length of the 
main extension. 

 
5) Small Corner Parcel Subdivision Main Extension: 

The Authority contributes to a corner parcel to be subdivided into three or fewer lots on 
fewer than four acres pursuant to the Main Extension Policy.  The Authority 
contribution will be based on one-third of certain costs as set forth herein and in the 
Main Extension Policy. 

 
PAYMENT LIMITS 
 
1) General: 

The Authority contribution shall be based on the payment limits listed below.  Any work 
performed or areas damaged outside these payment limits shall not be considered for 
Authority contribution. 
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2) Trench-Related Items: 

Including, but not limited to: 

a) Earth excavation, rock excavation, stone bedding, stone backfill, additional 
stone and temporary pavement restoration shall be measured for payment on 
the basis of a width equal to the Paywidth. 

b) Permanent pavement restoration shall be measured for payment on the basis 
of a width equal to the Paywidth plus two (2) feet. 

 
Vertical measurements, if applicable for the above, shall be based on the Authority’s 
applicable specifications and the approved set of plans. 

 
3) Other Allowable Items: 

Items including, but not limited to, pipes, valves, fittings, etc. shall be measured for 
payment based on field measurements and quantities. 

 
EXCLUSIONS 
 

Unless otherwise stated in the Agreement, the items indicated (marked with an "x") in 
the following table are excluded from the Authority contribution. 

 
NO. ITEM CATEGORY OF MAIN EXTENSION 
  UPSIZING OFF-SITE OUT-OF- 

PARCEL 
SINGLE FAMILY 

RESIDENTIAL 
CORNER 

PARCEL 

1. Stone backfill used in areas not required by state or municipal 
specifications; or stone backfill used to expedite the installation 
of blacktop, where ordinary earth backfill with a specified 
settlement period would have been acceptable; or the optional 
use of stone backfill. 

X X X X X 

2. Legal fees of any kind. X X X X X 

3. Cost of furnishing & placing acceptable backfill material. X X X X X 

4. Cost of removing excess excavated material from project area. X X X X X 

5. Any profit, overhead or management charges added by 
developer to actual contract cost for the facilities involved. 

X X X X X 

6. Easements or other land-related costs. X X X X X 

7. Any cost resulting from deviation in approved plans, project 
delays, engineering or layout errors, fines, improper 
workmanship, etc. 

X X X X X 

8. The cost of permits, insurance, financing, bonds, interest, etc. X X X X X 

9. Any items not listed on appropriate exhibit in the Agreement. X X X X X 

10. Engineering design layout or review fees of any kind. X X X  X 

11. Inspection fees of any kind. X X X  X 

12. Traffic control. X    X 

13. Relocation, demolition, replacement, restoration or support of 
any structure, railroad track, utility line, road, bridge, etc. 

X    X 

14. The relocation, removal, replacement, trimming, support, etc. 
of trees or plantings. 

X    X 
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DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED FOR THE AGREEMENT 
 
When an Authority contribution is applicable, it will be necessary to calculate with reasonable 
accuracy the approximate amount of the Authority’s contribution.  To accomplish this, the 
developer shall submit to the Authority for review and approval, a copy of the bid proposal 
from the contractor who will be constructing the main extensions(s) for the Development.  The 
bid proposal shall be unit price proposal and shall include a rock excavation unit price.  Lump 
sum proposals or time and material proposals will not be acceptable. 
 
The bid proposals shall be based on the approved set of plans and the Authority’s 
applicable specifications. 
 
The Authority reserves the right to request from the developer two additional bid proposals 
to be used for comparison purposes. 
 
VERIFICATION OF QUANTITIES DURING CONSTRUCTION 
 
1) General 

The Authority contribution shall be based on verified quantities only. 

Items that are not listed on the appropriate exhibit in the Agreement will be classified as 
incidental to construction, and will not be verified nor allowed in the calculation of the 
Authority contribution. 

 
2) Excavation 

a) Earth - If applicable, on a daily basis the developer or its representative and a 
representative from the Authority shall keep a record of all earth excavation, which 
shall detail the location corresponding to the stationing on the approved cut sheets, 
average depth of the trench to Subgrade and the size and type of pipe or structure 
being installed. 

b) Rock - If applicable, on a daily basis the developer or its representative and a 
representative from the Authority shall fill out and sign an “LCA Rock Excavation 
Slip.”  The slip shall detail the location corresponding to the stationing on the 
approved cut sheets where the rock was excavated, depth of the rock, and the size 
and type of pipe or structure being installed. 

 
3) Stone 

If applicable, a record shall be kept by both the developer or its representative and a 
representative of the Authority, detailing the location corresponding to the stationing on the 
approved cut sheets of where stone was used for bedding, envelope or backfill, the 
appropriate depth measurement and the size and type of pipe or structure being installed. 

 
4) Other Allowable Items: 

Shall be field-measured and counted by a representative of the Authority. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTHORITY PAYMENT TO THE DEVELOPER 
 
The Authority shall make payment to the developer no later than 45 days after the 
developer has fulfilled his obligations as described under the “Final Acceptance” section of 
the Agreement and has provided the Authority with: 

a) Copies of the contractor’s invoices for the main extension(s); and 

b) An affidavit from the contractor indicating that the unit prices as indicated on the 
appropriate exhibit of the Agreement are true and correct.  The affidavit form 
shall be prepared by the Authority. 

 
TAPPING FEES 
 
Tapping fees shall be reimbursed only when specified in the Agreement and in accordance 
with the terms of the Authority’s Tapping Fee Policy. 
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